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Abstract Background A crucial element of human-machine interaction, the automatic detection of

emotional states from human speech has long been regarded as a challenging task for machine learning

models. One vital challenge in speech emotion recognition (SER) is learning robust and discriminative

representations from speech. Although machine learning methods have been widely applied in SER

research, the inadequate amount of available annotated data has become a bottleneck impeding the

extended application of such techniques (e.g., deep neural networks). To address this issue, we present a

deep learning method that combines knowledge transfer and self-attention for SER tasks. Herein, we apply

the log-Mel spectrogram with deltas and delta-deltas as inputs. Moreover, given that emotions are time-

dependent, we apply temporal convolutional neural networks to model the variations in emotions. We

further introduce an attention transfer mechanism, which is based on a self-attention algorithm to learn

long-term dependencies. The self-attention transfer network (SATN) in our proposed approach takes

advantage of attention transfer to learn attention from speech recognition, followed by transferring this

knowledge into SER. An evaluation built on Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture (IEMOCAP)

dataset demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed model.

Keywords Speech emotion recognition; Attention transfer; Self-attention; Temporal convolutional

neural networks (TCNs)
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1 Introduction

The automatic identification of the emotional states of human speech has long been considered a

challenging task for machine learning algorithms. The question of how robust, discriminative, and

emotionally salient features can be extracted from the acoustic content of a speech signal remains crucial

for researchers in the field of speech emotion recognition.

This challenge has been addressed by a variety of machine-learning approaches. Recently, recurrent

neural networks (RNNs) have demonstrated a superior performance in terms of speech emotion

recognition (SER) [1-3]. RNNs outperform other models because of their ability to learn sequential speech

data and have also performed extremely well on many relevant speech-based problems[4,5].

However, these frameworks are also affected by certain limitations. First, RNNs are extremely difficult

to train[6]. Moreover, RNNs can only capture limited temporal information from speech data, making this

approach inappropriate for dealing with long-term data[7]. Over the years, machine learning researchers

have strived to facilitate the training of RNNs through innovative training architectures and strategies[8]. To

address these challenges, temporal convolutional network (TCN) based approaches have recently been

proposed. This research avenue is superior to recurrent networks because the training complexity is much

lower. In addition, long-term dependencies can be better captured by such methods[9]. However, there are also

limitations to TCNs, specifically related to coping with dependencies between long-range patterns in speech[7].

The self-attention mechanism[10], which can help capture long-term contextual dependencies, has

demonstrated its ability to capture contextual dependencies in several natural language processing (NLP)

tasks[10-13] More recently, they have achieved a state-of-the-art SER performance[14].

Nevertheless, the number of trainable parameters in the models has increased because of the attention

mechanisms included in the models, which is suboptimal for smaller (regarding the number of unique

examples) emotional corpora[15]. However, it is possible to combine the attention mechanism with transfer

learning frameworks[16-19].

In light of the above findings, we propose a novel model that leverages a well-designed self-attention

transfer mechanism to facilitate the training of an attention-based TCN paradigm for SER across tasks. The

recent success of attention transfer mechanisms has encouraged us to introduce an attention transfer

network (ATN)[4,16] for such tasks. In this study, we further explore the contributions of both the TCN-based

self-attention model and the teacher-student framework to attention transfer for SER purposes. Moreover,

inspired by the positive results achieved by 3D log Mel spectrum features in the SER context[20,21], we also

employed log-Mel, deltas, and delta-deltas as 3D inputs to the TCN model in this study. We further

compare the effectiveness of both the teacher-student framework and the self-attention mechanism for an

attention transfer in this problem.

Our proposed model has a number of advantages: (1) it provides a self-attention transfer mechanism on

the basis of a TCN, which is capable of capturing long-term temporal patterns and their dependencies; (2)

it automatically transfers self-attention from speech recognition and simultaneously interprets what

information should be transferred simultaneously. Given that a teacher network is trained on a similar task,

we aim to improve the learning ability of the student network. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

time that such a study was conducted for SER tasks.

2 Related studies

As discussed in the introduction, several existing studies have applied deep learning (e.g., RNNs and
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CNNs) to SER tasks[22-24]. The advantages of RNNs have been reported in the context of SER[1-3,25,26].

Recently, owing to their advantageous parallelism, flexible receptive field, and stable gradient, TCNs[27]

have proven to be effective at capturing long-range patterns in a wide variety of tasks[28,29].

In addition, attention mechanisms have been widely accepted within the deep learning community. The

ultimate objective of applying attention is to enhance the accuracy of the decision-making. Attention

mechanisms have been successfully used in speech recognition[30], NLP[31,32], and speech emotion

recognition[3,26,33] tasks. The self-attention mechanism has also been found to produce promising results in

various tasks including NLP[10-13] and speech-related tasks[34,35].

Unlike traditional machine learning methods, deep learning relies heavily on vast amounts of training

data[36]. However, the lack of training data has become an inevitable issue in SER[37]. Accordingly,

knowledge transfer, which is a technique leveraged to promote a network performance in cases in which

only a small amount of labeled training data are available, has been broadly applied in different

settings[38,39]. Most recently, a knowledge transfer mechanism called an attention map[16] has been applied to

show that learning smaller "student" networks to simulate larger attention maps and advanced "teacher"

network architectures can yield substantial performance improvements in these smaller networks. The

authors used attention for cross-domain knowledge transfer from online images to videos[17]. Similarly,

Zhuo et al. presented an attention transfer method for traditional domain adaptation[18]. However, both of

these studies were based on a CNN, and there are no existing studies on the attention transfer framework

for TCNs.

Based on a literature review, we found that existing studies provide compelling evidence suggesting that

the addition of self-attention and attention transfer modules is effective. Therefore, the proposed method

combines these two modules for SER. To date, no existing studies have integrated these two models for

this type of problem.

3 Proposed method

We first provide an introduction of our method on

'cross-task' speech emotion recognition, and then

describe the proposed method in detail.

3.1 Framework of the designed method

The proposed method comprises two key tasks:

(1) speech recognition, and (2) speech emotion

recognition (Figure 1). The aim of the proposed

method is to improve the performance in the

target domain (i. e., speech emotion recognition)

using spatial attention maps in the source task (i.e.,

speech recognition). Because the amount of target

data is insufficient, mapping is learned on data-

rich tasks, as high-quality attention is acquired

during the training process. Given that the

number of data suitable for the training of

automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems is

significantly larger than the number of SER data,

Figure 1 Framework of the designed model. The model

first trains a self-attention-based encoder-decoder model.

After learning the parameters of hidden layers in the speech

recognition network, the model freezes its parameters. In

the next step, the model trains the attention weights

through a speech recognition task, and then feeds these

weights into the speech emotion recognition system.
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we can expect trained ASR systems to be more robust to speaker and condition variations. Therefore, as a

possible solution, transfer learning using ASR as the source task might be an efficient approach in emotion

recognition to leverage knowledge acquired from speech recognition tasks.

From this perspective, three key modules are included in the proposed framework: (1) we train an

attention-based encoder-decoder network (or a teacher network) for speech recognition to learn the initial

attention maps, (2) the model trains a (shallower) student network for the SER task by applying a self-

attention transfer mechanism to simulate the attention maps of the teacher network[16], and (3) the final

component of our hybrid model is the speech emotion recognition module, in which TCN modules are

combined with the self-attention mechanism.

In the proposed model, TCNs were employed to capture high-level feature representations. Further

exploration of the advantages of the self-attention mechanism is described in the latter two sub-sections.

3.2 Standard soft attention

Standard soft attention mechanisms are used to select the relevant encoded hidden vectors via attention

weights (an informative sequence of weights) during the decoding phase[32]. At each timestep i, the

attention weights αi,jare produced by normalizing the scalar values ei,j across the memory using the softmax

function:

αi,j = exp (ei, j )∑k = 1
T exp (ei, k ) , (1)

where ei,j is an alignment scoring mechanism used to determine how well the inputs around position j and

the output at position i match. This is computed as follows:

ei,j = α ( si - 1, hj ), (2)

where sidenotes the state of the decoder, hj indicates the j-th entry of the hidden state sequence

h = {h1,…,hT}, and α (∙) is a learnable deterministic "energy function". Typically, a single-layer neural

network using tanh nonlinearity is utilized as α (∙); however, other functions (such as a simple dot product

between si - 1and hj) have also been used[32]. It should be noted that we used tanh as the nonlinear activation

function in the present study.

The output of the attention layer, denoted as ci, is the weighted average of the encoder hidden state

sequence h, which is defined as follows:

ci =∑
j = 1

T

αi, j hj, (3)

Finally, the decoder state si is updated based on si , ci , and the decoder outputs yi as follows:

si = f (si - 1, yi - 1, ci), (4)

yi = g ( si, ci ), (5)

where f (∙)is a TCN, and g (∙) is a learnable nonlinear function that maps the decoder state to the output

space.

In this study, unless otherwise stated, "soft attention" refers to the global attention approach. In global

attention, all hidden states of the encoder are considered to enable the derivation of the context vector ci.

3.3 Temporal convolutional network (TCN)

Similar to WaveNet[9], TCNs were utilized to learn the temporal dynamic representation in this study[40].

Causal Convolutions. Given sequence data x with length T, we denote x = x1,..., xT (where xt represents
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the data at timestep t) and y = y1,..., yT (the prediction at each timestep). According to the causal constraint,

the prediction of yt depends only on past observations x< t and not on future observations. For instance, a

bidirectional RNN does not fall under a causal constraint[40].

Dilated Convolutions. Because standard convolutions have a certain filter size, their temporal

understanding is fixed. Following[27], dilated convolutions were utilized to enable an exponentially large

receptive field. More specifically, given an input x = x1,..., xT ∈ RT with length T and a filter f:{0,...,k -
1}→ ℝ, the dilated convolution operation F on element s of the sequence can be defined as follows:

F ( s) = ( x*d f ) ( s) =∑
i = 0

k - 1
f ( i ) ⋅ x< (T - di), (6)

where d denotes the dilation factor, k denotes the

filter size, and * denotes the convolution operation.

When d = 1, a dilated convolution is reduced to a

standard convolution. Figure 2 presents an

illustration of a dilated causal convolution.

3.4 Self-attention

Self-attention is defined as an attention technique

based on an encoder-decoder structure that does

not employ any form of recurrence; instead, it uses

weighted correlations between the elements of the input sequence[10]. Under this paradigm, the encoder

maps an input sequence into several attention matrices, whereas the decoder uses these matrices to

generate a new output token. A transformer, a model that utilizes self-attention, has been demonstrated to

achieve state-of-the-art performance in several NLP tasks, with a computing cost one or two orders of

magnitude (depending on the size of the model) lower than that of a conventional RNN[11-13]. It should be

noted that this section focuses solely on the implementation of the encoder because our proposed hybrid

network does not require a decoder.

Self-attention is used to calculate the queries, keys (properties of the input), and values (the output) for

the frames in a given hidden sequence H through a linear transformation of input sequence X, as follows:

Q = WqX ; K = WkX ; V = WvX, (7)

where the matrices Q,K, and V denote the set of queries, keys, and values of an input/output sequence,

respectively, and Wq, Wk, and Wv represent the learned linear operations. A scaled dot-product operation is

conducted on the query and key to obtain the similarity weights, which are then normalized by the softmax

function. The attention matrix is calculated as follows:

Z = softmax ( QKT

dk
)V, (8)

where dk is a scaling factor, which is set as the dimensionality of K.

Moreover, Z is the attention matrix (N × dk ), where N represents the number of elements in the input

sequence.

3.5 Attention transfer network

Most recent studies on attention transfer have focused on computer-vision-related tasks and spatial

attention maps designed for CNNs[16,18]. In these methods, the activation maps in a specific convolutional

layer for both domains are first computed via Lp-norm pooling, after which the domain discrepancy is

Figure 2 Illustration of a dilated causal convolution.
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minimized in the second-order correlation statistics of the attention maps[18]. Based on this concept, we

designed a self-attention transfer process for TCNs.

Regarding the activation-based attention model, this section describes the approach applied to define the

spatial attention map, along with how attention information is transferred between a teacher network and a

student network.

First, given a convolutional layer with its activation tensor A ∈ RC × H × W, where C refers to channels with

spatial dimensions H × W, a spatial attention map is denoted by a mapping function F (where A is the input

and a spatial attention map as the output of F ) ,which is expressed as follows:

F:RC × H × W → RH × W. (9)

Because the absolute value of a hidden unit represents its importance with respect to the corresponding

input, it is possible to design a spatial attention map through the statistical calculation of all absolute values

from the channel dimension. Accordingly, we have the following spatial attention mappings:

(F ( A) ) i, j =∑
k = 1

C

| Ak, i, j |
p, i ∈ {1, 2,⋯,H}and j ∈ {1, 2,⋯,W}, (10)

where i and j are spatial indexes.

Given the spatial attention maps in a teacher network, an attention transfer aims to learn a student

network that makes correct predictions and learns the attention maps similar to those in the teacher

network.

To maintain the generality, an assumption is made that the transfer losses between the teacher and

student attention maps with the same spatial resolution are considered. Attention maps can be interpolated

to match the shapes. Therefore, the loss can be defined as follows:

LT = LSER + WAT × LAT, , (11)

where LSER represents the loss in the speech emotion recognition task, WAT represents the proportion of

attention transfer, and LAT represents the loss in attention transfer. LAT can be calculated as follows:.

LAT =∑
j ∈ I

 Qj
SER - Qj

S 1, (12)

where I represents the attention map indices, Qj
SER denotes the j-th attention map pair in speech emotion

recognition, and Qj
S denotes speech recognition tasks. l1 normalized attention maps are utilized in the

attention transfer process.

4 Experiments and results

4.1 Dataset

We performed experiments using the IEMOCAP dataset, which is a well-benchmarked dataset among the

speech emotion recognition research community. The IEMOCAP dataset contains transcriptions of dialogs

and audio-visual recordings of two actors[41]. Therefore, we were able to perform speech emotion

recognition and speech recognition tasks using this dataset. IEMOCAP is split into script and improvise

sections. To avoid any confusion caused by semantic information, only the improvise part was used in our

experiments. The final number of instances for each emotion category is listed in Table 1.

4.2 Features

In this study, we used a 3D log-mels spectrogram as the input. Our spectrograms were created using the

extraction process outlined in [21]. In brief, the output from a 40-dimensional mel-scale log filter bank was

used to construct each spectrogram. We computed the features over a frame length and a stride of 25ms
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and 10ms, respectively. In the final step, we calculated the delta and delta-deltas of the spectrogram, which

reflect the process of emotional change. After the completion of the entire processing, the original 40-

dimensional features changes to 120-dimensional features that are capable of providing the classifier with

more information.

4.3 Experimental settings and performance measurements

Parameters in the model. All our models were implemented using the PyTorch1 framework. Because there

are restrictions in place concerning time and computational efficiency, we set the number of training

iterations to 100.

In our experiment, the models in each experiment were trained for 100 epochs. Once the training of each

epoch was complete, the parameters of the model were saved, and the developed set of IEMOCAP was

utilized to evaluate the TCN performance. After tuning the model on the development set, we loaded the

hyperparameters that obtained the best performance on the development set to perform the final emotion

prediction on the test set.

On the IEMOCAP dataset, we performed a five-fold cross-validation using a leave-one-session out

strategy, in line with the methodology utilized in previous studies[33,42]. Each training process involved the

use of eight speakers from four sessions as training data; the remaining session was divided into two parts,

one of which was used as validation data and the other as test data.

To conduct attention transfer, a source task (speech recognition) was trained, and attention maps

acquired from a speech recognition task were collected. The IEMOCAP dataset and a self-attention-based

encoder-decoder model were used to train the speech recognition model. We used the CMU pronouncing

dictionary[43] to decrease the number of states of the original transcription in the speech recognition task.

Furthermore, we used a TCN with 5-layer 1D convolutional modules, and dilation factors 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16

were used for the encoder in the speech recognition pre-training task. We used a long short-term memory

(LSTM) containing 256 single-memory-cell blocks for the decoder. An Adam optimizer with a fixed

learning rate of 10-4 was applied to train the encoder-decoder model. After the parameters in the TCN

network were learned, we froze the parameters of the network. The model trained the speech emotion

recognition model after completing the above training steps. We also applied TCN for training, and the

learning rate was 10-4.
For comparison, we used the BLSTM network to replace TCN. In the comparison experiment, we fed

the 3D log-mels spectrogram as input into a one-layer BLSTM network, which had 128 forward hidden

nodules and 128 backward hidden nodules.

Evaluation metrics. Standard evaluation criteria were used to evaluate the results generated by the two

datasets. For the IEMOCAP-generated results, the evaluation metrics used were unweighted accuracy and

1https://pytorch.org/

Table 1 Number of samples in four emotion classes (i.e., happy, neutral, angry, and sad) in the IEMOCAP data

Session

1

2

3

4

5

Total

N.

223

217

198

174

287

1099

H.

132

191

149

195

280

947

S.

104

100

190

81

133

608

A.

62

22

90

84

31

289

Total

521

530

627

534

731

2943
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weighted accuracy (UA and WA, respectively).

4.4 Results and discussion

We conducted experiments to validate the performance of the self-attention transfer network (SATN). For

the purpose of comparison, Table 2 presents the results for four benchmark models that have been

successfully developed on IEMOCAP, which employ global-soft-attention[32] based TCNs and a global-soft-

attention transfer network. We also compared the proposed method with a self-attention-based TCN model

without an attention transfer.

Although RNNs, for example, those with LSTM, have proven their efficiency for speech emotion

recognition, the main advantage of HMMs over these emerging LSTMs for SER is that HMM-based

architectures are also effective in dynamic modeling. Therefore, the latest approach utilizing HMM-based

architectures was also incorporated for comparison.

To provide supervision for attention generation, an attention-based encoder-decoder model was

implemented for the speech recognition task. For the speech recognition module, we use the word error

rate (WER) as the evaluation metric, which is defined as follows:

WER (label, predict) = 100 × Ns + ND + NI

N
%, (13)

where N denotes the total number of words, and Ns, ND, and NI represent the number of substitutions,

deletions, and insertions, respectively. Subsequently, a WER of 47.7% was obtained on the test set of the

IEMOCAP utilizing the TCN-based self-attention model.

From the results, we observe that the proposed method outperforms existing methods in terms of WA

and UA on the IEMOCAP dataset (Table 2). It can be observed that the best WA (65.0%) and UA (66.1%)

on the test set, and the best WA (68.6%) and UA (69.5%) on the development set, were achieved by our

novel self-attention-based TCN model with an attention transfer mechanism (Table 2). This shows a

significant improvement compared to the baseline DNN-ELM model presented in[45] (p < 0.05 in a one-

tailed z-test).

We also use the confusion matrix (Figure 3) to analyze the per-class performance of our proposed

Table 2 Performance comparison of our proposed model and other selected models on the IEMOCAP dataset

Methods

Previously reported methods

DNN+ELM[44,45]

RNN+ELM[45]

Attention+RNN[3]

GMM+HMM[46]

Proposed self-attention models (AT denotes attention transfer)

BLSTM+soft attention

BLSTM+self-attention

BLSTM+soft attention w/AT

BLSTM+self-attention w/AT

TCN+soft attention

TCN+self-attention

TCN+soft attention w/AT

TCN+self-attention w/AT

Dev.

WA [ % ]

-
-
-
-

63.8

63.7

65.6

66.9

65.5

67.5

67.2

68.6

UA [ % ]

-
-
-
-

62.9

64.5

65.6

68.1

66.6

67.4

67.9

69.5

Test

WA [ % ]

57.9

62.9

63.5

55.0

59.6

60.0

62.1

63.8

61.8

63.7

63.4

65.0

UA [ % ]

52.1

63.9

58.8

60.3

59.7

60.5

62.2

64.5

62.5

64.2

64.4

66.1
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method on the IEMOCAP dataset. Each fold experiment

applied a confusion matrix, and the final confusion matrix

was obtained by averaging all the matrices. We observe

that sad and happy are two easily recognized classes and

their classification rates are relatively higher than others,

particularly for sad samples, which reached an accuracy

of 70.13% with our proposed method. Intuitively, sad

samples have obvious voice characteristics, such as a low

pitch and slow speed. However, the neutral class suffered

more misclassifications during the experiment. Some

neutral samples were misclassified as happy. We believe

that this is because many people do not react much

through their voice when they are happy.

Meanwhile, our novel TCN-based self-attention model

outperformed the attention-based BLSTM, regardless of whether any attention strategy or attention transfer

mechanism was employed on both the IEMOCAP test and development sets. Moreover, although the

performance of the BLSTM-based self-attention transfer model is inferior to that of the TCN-based self-

attention transfer model, it is superior to the three baseline models proposed in [3,44-46], considering the

UA and WA on the test set of the IEMOCAP dataset.

In terms of the attention transfer mechanism, it was found that the attention model with no attention

transfer is less effective than the attention model with an attention transfer mechanism (either with BLSTM

or TCNs). Therefore, combining an attention transfer mechanism with an attention-based TCN model can

help in handling the SER task. This supports our assumption that learning to stimulate the attention maps

of the teacher network is a useful approach.

In addition, the effectiveness of the global soft attention model[32] is less than that of the self-attention

model with or without an attention transfer, although it is superior to that of the baseline model proposed in

[44] in terms of both UA and WA for both the development and test sets of the IEMOCAP dataset.

5 Conclusion

Our proposed attention-based model, called SATN, combines self-attention with a knowledge transfer for

SER tasks. The two major contributions of this model are as follows. First, we build a self-attention

transfer method that transfers self-attention to apply SER across tasks. On the one hand, the TCN structure

enables the model to learn long-term data with complex spatio-temporal patterns. On the other hand, the

temporal attention block captures the dependencies between these patterns. Second, the experimental

results on the IEMOCAP dataset reveal the effectiveness of our proposed TCN-based system combination.

In future studies, we will investigate the use of hierarchical self-attention for learning representations

and other SER-related tasks, such as mood detection.
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